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INTRODUCTION
• The WPRF -World Public Relations Forum- was held in Madrid, from 21st to 23rd September.

• Organized by Dircom –Spanish Ass. Comm. Directors- and the Global Alliance for Public Relations and Communication.

• We are in a new global context, within the disruption caused by Internet and the crisis, with changes at all levels and
communication immersed in their particular rapid transformation.

• 800 professionals from 65 countries attended the 3 day Congress.

• It served to reflect, discuss and shed light on what is to be taken into account, in professional organizations and
companies, when handling communication and public relations with success.

• This is a summary of the most important discussions, extracted by Dircom, opinion leaders and myself.

1. THE NEW DIMENSION OF COMMUNICATION IN ORGANIZATIONS

• Communication is increasingly relevant to the future and health of societies in a
global world. It is essential for organizations to achieve their business objectives.
• The growing distrust of other areas; political, economic, social, etc, make
necessary to communicate with authenticity, transparency, truth and facts and
increasing community involvement.

• Communication means now building relationships with the enviroment and all
stakeholders
• It has to create value and to consider the weight of social consciousness.
• “Communication is not static, it has become an interconnected ecosystem in permanent
change”.

2. THE POWER IS IN THE RELATIONS

• Human relationships are more important than ever, the value they deliver and
connections they offer versus the tendency to interact more and more with
machines and technology.
• Communication professionals should be generators of relations.
• Perception is now what counts versus what is said or publish.
• “There is not Public Opinion, otherwise Public Opinions, Fingerprint and Perceptions”

3. BEST DELIMITED BORDERS BETWEEN MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION

• What matters is not what a company says, but the footprint left and what others tell.
• On one hand, it is increasingly more difficult to separate the boundaries between marketing and
communication, and on the other their territories of action are much clearer.
• Communication is more about Relations / Dialogues and Marketing about Promotion / Sales, and
moreover their connection and coherence is indispensable.
• Employees are the best ambassadors of the brand.

• The separation between client and citizens become more diffuse.
• “We are in the golden era of public relations. Relations can be built with many tools,
acording to the public, sometimes with advertisement, other with a press release, a
mobile app, a Press Conference, etc, but the important thing is to reach the target in the
appropiate way and promote dialogue, interaction”. (Paul Holmes, CEO The Holmes Group).

4. STRENGTHENING THE ROLE OF THE DIRCOM
• Communication needs still to enter in the strategic process of organizations.
• This involves two aspects: first, a different conception of the role of the Dircom,
with presence in the management committees and even board of directors.
• Second, the need for these to form and have a range of skills and competences to
move from the world of “soft skills” to dominate other aspects of management,
metrics, take a holistic view and risk management capabilities, providing a tangible
and competive businesses value.

• From the DIRCOMs to the DIRCROs (Chief Reputation Officer)
• “If you want communication to be a strategic asset you must lead the communication
strategy of your company”

5. COMMUNICATION IN THE DNA OF COMPANIES
• Communication is increasingly important and necessary in organizations for their
viability and future.
• It’s time for new values, new paradigms and not just focus on profit growth.
• Companies that do not transform their organizations moving communication at the
same level of other operational decisions will not adapt to change.
• We need to integrate communication in the business model.
• “A communicative organization listens and is true to its values for decision-making”.
• “Internal communication is undervalued and is a fundamental pillar in the process of
organizational change”

6. INTERNET IN ALL THE STRATEGIES

• It is not opcional.
• Companies must have an adequate, updated and truthful website.
• A right presence in Social Media.
• This involves scanning and digitizing company information to communicate with its
stakeholders and make social business.
• “It is clear that the Internet is here to stay and that all professionals should incorporate it
into the strategy”.

7. GROWING DEMAND CONTENT AND NEW FORMATS

• With the transformation of the media, growing of social media, the way people
consume news and the rise of digital and mobile media, we must offer new,
emotional, creative and funny ways to reach society.
• This is Storytelling and Brand Journalism.
• Content will be more a la carte, customers have now the power to tell their stories
and news have to be more personalized.
• “Companies can no longer control the message”.

8. THE CHALLENGE OF CREATING INTEGRATED METRICS

• Measure is basic in communication, but new metrics that fit the reality of each
company and incoporate semantic and sentiment valuations and active listening,
integrating both the on–line as off–line over traditional ROI.
• These metrics should provide data and value to enable comparison with other
metrics of the company, including financial for decision–making and provide a
strategic value.
• In that sense, Social Business opens new opportunities for social communication
strategies to sell, save costs and improve decision–making.
• “The Dircom can implement business processes in companies, not only communication”.

9. CO COLLABORATIVE SOCIETY AND ECONOMY

• The trend is going more and more in a collaborative society; more share,
participation, co–create, co-do.
• The connected, digital citizen loves cooperation and collaboration, and moves in
social networking communities.
• This implies to communication greater need for research and better target the
interest of all stakeholders.
• Also search potential partners to find common links and territories of shared values
• “The magic in communication has to do with the ability to co–create”

10. THE INTERNET OF THINGS AND THE FLOW OF INFORMATION

• The increasing expansion of the internet of things (getting cheaper and
sophisticated devices, sensors, use of Big Data, etc), confirms that the flow of
ideas depend on interactions.
• Advances in socio–metrics emphasize that the biggest impact is to act with people
who are part of a circle of trust, the leaders.
• Or those whose relationship is not directly supported by one person. This
represents a new challenge when considering communication strategies.
• “Communication campaigns will be carried out acting on the nearby public
circle to which you want to run and not directly on it”.

Thank You!

